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Abstract
A complete classification of generalized (or local) symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations on four dimensional
Minkowski space with a semi-simple structure group is carried out. It is shown that any generalized symmetry, up
to a generalized gauge symmetry, agrees with a first order symmetry on solutions of the Yang–Mills equations. Let
g = g1 + · · · + gn be the decomposition of the Lie algebra g of the structure group into simple ideals. First order
symmetries for g-valued Yang–Mills fields are found to consist of gauge symmetries, conformal symmetries for
gm-valued Yang–Mills fields, 1m n, and their images under a complex structure of gm.
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1. Introduction
Generalized (or local, or Lie–Bäcklund) symmetries of a system of differential equations, roughly
speaking, are infinitesimal transformations involving the independent and dependent variables and
their derivatives that preserve solutions to the system. Since their introduction by Emmy Noether in
her study of the correspondence between transformations preserving the fundamental integral of a
variational principle and conservation laws of the associated Euler–Lagrange equations, generalized
symmetries have become increasingly important in the geometric analysis of differential equations.
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also play an important role in the study of infinite dimensional Hamiltonian systems [17] and in
various methods, in particular in separation of variables [10,11,16], for constructing explicit solutions
to differential equations. Bäcklund transformations have been shown to give rise to infinite sequences
of generalized symmetries [14] and, moreover, the existence of an infinite number of independent
generalized symmetries has been proposed as a test for the complete integrability of differential equations
[15]. For further details on symmetries of differential equations and their applications, see, e.g., [1,13,
15–17,25].
In this paper we carry out a complete analysis of generalized symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations
on four dimensional Minkowski space with a semi-simple structure group. Due to its implications, some
of which are discussed below, classification of generalized symmetries and conservation laws of the
Yang–Mills fields has been listed by Tsujishita [21] as a significant open problem in the formal geometry
of differential equations.
Presently, surprisingly little seems to be known about the existence of higher order symmetries
and conservation laws for the Yang–Mills equations. By construction, the Yang–Mills equations admit
symmetries arising from the conformal transformations of Minkowski space and from the gauge
transformations of the potential. Schwartz [19] has used a computer algebra to verify that for the structure
group SU(2), the conformal group together with gauge transformations forms the maximal group of Lie
symmetries of the equations. Under the Noether correspondence, the conformal transformations yield 15
independent conservation laws for Yang–Mills fields [8], while, by Noether’s second theorem, the gauge
symmetries reflect a differential identity, a divergence identity, satisfied by the Yang–Mills equations.
A priori, one easily discovers evidence for the existence of hidden symmetries of the Yang–Mills
equations. In a recent work [4], it is found that the simplest case of the Yang–Mills fields, the free
electromagnetic field, possesses a family of new generalized symmetries, the representatives of which of
order r , r  2, correspond to Killing spinors of type (r − 2, r + 2) on Minkowski space. Counterparts of
these symmetries of order 2 in a curved space–time metric are discussed in [12]. Additional evidence is
provided by the self-dual Yang–Mills equations and its various completely integrable reductions, which
admit infinite sequences of independent hidden symmetries. On the other hand, negative evidence for
the existence of additional generalized symmetries is provided by [20], in which natural symmetries,
i.e., symmetries that transform equivariantly under the Poincaré and gauge groups, are analyzed. It is
found that the only natural symmetries are generalized gauge symmetries arising from natural functions.
However, the naturality requirement is quite restrictive and excludes, in particular, the conformal
symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations.
The foremost application of the symmetry analysis of the Yang–Mills equations is the identification of
conservation laws for the equations by Noether’s theorem. However, a full classification of conservation
laws is complicated by the degeneracy of the equations, due to which the correspondence between
equivalence classes of conservation laws and equivalence classes of characteristics for conservation
laws fails to be one-to-one. However, a complete symmetry analysis will still be an integral step in the
determination whether the Yang–Mills equations possess any additional non-trivial conservation laws
besides those provided by the conformal symmetries. For recent applications of homological methods to
the problem of classifying conservation laws of the Yang–Mills fields, see [6,7,22,23].
Vinogradov [24] has argued that a nondegenerate system of nonlinear differential equations involving
more than two independent variables do not admit generalized symmetries. Of course, due to the
divergence identity satisfied by the Yang–Mills equations, Vinogradov’s arguments do not apply in the
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suitable assumptions Vinogradov’s theorem admits a converse of some form.
Spinorial methods are pivotal in our analysis of symmetries of the Yang–Mills fields. Recently, spinor
techniques have been employed in the symmetry analysis of the Einstein equations [5], in the analysis of
natural symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations [20], of symmetries and conservation laws of massless
fields on Minkowski space [2–4], and of symmetries of Maxwell’s equations in curved background
metric [12]. Spinor techniques are also applicable to the problem at hand. The main computational
tool is the exact sets of fields of Penrose [18], which can be used as a part of the coordinate system
for the infinitely prolonged solution manifold determined by the Yang–Mills equations. According to
Penrose, the symmetrized covariant derivatives of the Yang–Mills spinor uniquely determine all the
unsymmetrized derivatives on the solution manifold, which provides a considerable simplification over
the corresponding tensorial treatment.
In this paper we will show that the conformal symmetries and their variants provided by the complex
structure of a Lie algebra, when it exists, together with the generalized gauge symmetries are, up to
equivalence, the only generalized symmetries admitted by the Yang–Mills equations on Minkowski space
with a semi-simple structure group. Specifically, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra, and let g = g1 + · · · + gn be the decomposition of
g into simple ideals. Let Qi = Qi(xj , aβk , . . . , aβk,l1···lp ) be a generalized symmetry of order p for g-
valued Yang–Mills fields on four dimensional Minkowski space. Then there is a first order symmetry
Q˜i = Q˜i(xj , aβk , aβk,l) of the Yang–Mills equations and a g-valued function X = X (xj , aβk , . . . , aβk,l1···lq )
so that
Qi = Q˜i + ∇iX
on solutions of the Yang–Mills equations.
Moreover, the function X can be chosen so that the symmetry Q˜i is expressible as a sum
Q˜i = Q˜1,i + · · · + Q˜n,i
of first order symmetries Q˜m,i for gm-valued Yang–Mills fields, where, in the case gm is a real form of a
simple complex Lie algebra, the symmetry
(1.1)Q˜m,i = ξ jmFm,ij
is a conformal symmetry, and, in the case gm is the realification of a simple complex Lie algebra with the
complex structure Jm, the symmetry
(1.2)Q˜m,i = ξ jmFm,ij + τ jmJmFm,ij
is a sum of a conformal symmetry and the image of a conformal symmetry under Jm. In the above
expressions Fm,ij denotes the field tensor for gm-valued Yang–Mills fields.
The symmetries Q˜m,i = τ jmJmFm,ij do not agree with the evolutionary form of any point symmetry on
solutions of the Yang–Mills equations and thus they provide genuine first order generalized symmetries
of the equations. Moreover, a generalized gauge symmetry Qi = ∇iX is trivial, that is, it vanishes
identically on solutions of the Yang–Mills equations, if and only if the g-valued function X vanishes on
all solutions. Thus by Theorem 1.1, any non-trivial generalized symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations
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gauge symmetry Qi = ∇iX constructed from a function X with a non-trivial restriction to the solutions
of the equations.
The Yang–Mills equations also possess the obvious symmetries consisting of permutations of
isomorphic components in the decomposition of the Lie algebra g into simple ideals. These symmetries,
however, are discrete and do not satisfy the defining equations for generalized symmetries, and, as such,
do not yield conservation laws under the Noether correspondence.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish notation and give a summary of some
basic properties of generalized symmetries and of semi-simple Lie algebras. We also introduce spinorial
methods and derive several technical results needed in the sequel. Section 3 in its entirety is dedicated to
the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Appendix A we give the proof of a derivative formula presented in Section 2.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we establish notation and review some basic definitions and results from the theory of
symmetries of differential equations and of semi-simple Lie algebras most relevant for the topic of the
paper at hand. We also introduce spinorial methods and present several technical results needed in the
proof of Theorem 1.1. For more details, see, for example, [9,17,18,26].
Let M be Minkowski space with coordinates xi , i = 0,1,2,3, and let G be a Lie group with Lie
algebra g. Recall that G, g are called simple if g is not abelian and admits no ideals besides {0} and g,
and that G, g are called semi-simple if the Killing form κ(v,w) = tr(ad v ◦ ad w) of g is non-degenerate,
where ad v(z) = [v, z]. A semi-simple Lie algebra g is a direct sum of simple ideals of g. We write
A = Λ1(M) ⊗ g → M for the bundle of g-valued Yang–Mills potentials over M . Fix a basis {eα} for g
and let aαi denote the components of the Yang–Mills potential in this basis. Then, as a coordinate bundle,
A = {(xi, aαj )} → {(xi)}. We denote the pth order jet bundle of local section of A by Jp(A), 0 p∞.
As a coordinate space, J p(A) is given by
(2.1)J p(A) = {(xi , aαi , aαi,j1 , aαi,j1j2, . . . , aαi,j1j2···jp )},
where aαi,j1···jq stands for the qth order derivative variables.
Write ∂i for the partial derivative operator ∂/∂xi and define partial derivative operators ∂
i,j1···jp
aα by
∂
i,j1···jp
aα x
k = 0, and
∂
i,j1···jp
aα a
β
k,l1···lq =
{
δβα δ
i
kδ
(j1
l1
· · · δjp)lp , if p = q,
0, if p = q.
A generalized vector field X on A is a vector field
X = P i∂i +Qαi ∂iaα,
where the coefficients P i , Qαi are differential functions on A, that is, functions on some Jp(A), p < ∞.
We call p the order of X. An evolutionary vector field Y is a generalized vector field of the form
Y = Qαi ∂iaα . Here and in what follows we employ the standard Einstein summation convention.
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contact ideal on J∞(A). In the coordinates (2.1), prX is given by
prX = P iDi +
∑
p0
(Dj1 · · ·DjpQαev,i)∂i,j1···jpaα ,
where the differential functions Qαev,i are the components of the evolutionary form Xev = (Qαi −
P jaαi,j )∂
i
aα of X and Di denotes the total derivative operator
Di = ∂i +
∑
p0
aαj,k1···kpi∂
j,k1···kp
aα .
We extend the usual Yang–Mills covariant derivative to g-valued differential functions Gα by
(∇iG)α = DiGα + [ai,G]α.
Then, due to the Jacobi identity, ∇i[G,H ] = [∇iG,H ] + [G,∇iH ].
We will use the following result repeatedly in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.1. Let Gα be a g-valued and let rαβ be an End(g)-valued differential function. Then
(2.2)∇i(rαβGβ) = (Dirαβ )Gβ + rαβ∇iGβ − (cαβγ rβδ + rαβ cβγ δ)aγi Gδ.
In particular, if
(2.3)cαβγ rβδ + rαβ cβγ δ = 0, then
(2.4)∇i(rαβGβ) = (Dirαβ )Gβ + rαβ∇iGβ.
In order to classify first order symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations we need to analyze equation
(2.3) more closely. Let R :g → g be an endomorphism of g with matrix (rαβ ). Then condition (2.3)
simply means that R commutes with the adjoint representation, R ◦ ad v = ad v ◦R for all v ∈ g. If g is a
simple complex Lie algebra, then Schur’s Lemma states that R must be a scalar multiple of the identity
transformation. However, the Yang–Mills fields in this paper are real-valued, and we are thus lead to
consider the counterpart of Schur’s Lemma for real Lie algebras.
Let h be a complex Lie algebra. Then the realification hR of h is h regarded as a real Lie algebra.
A real form of h is a subalgebra ho ⊂ hR with the property that the complexification hCo is isomorphic
with h, that is, h = ho + iho. As is well known [9], a simple real algebra g is either a real form ho or the
realification hR of a simple complex Lie algebra h. In the latter case the complex structure of hR is easily
seen to commute with the adjoint representation.
Proposition 2.2. Let g = g1 + · · · + gn be the decomposition of a semi-simple Lie algebra into simple
ideals with the induced projections Pm :g → gm, and let R be an endomorphism of g commuting with the
adjoint representation of g. Then each gm is invariant under R. Write Rm for the restriction of R to gm so
that R = R1 ◦ P1 + · · · + Rn ◦ Pn. If gm is a real form of a simple complex Lie algebra, then Rm = am id
for some am ∈ R. If gm is the realification of a simple complex Lie algebra, then Rm = am id + bm Jm for
some am, bm ∈ R, where Jm is the complex structure of gm.
Conversely, let Rm :gm → gm be as above. Then the mapping R = R1 ◦ P1 + · · · +Rn ◦ Pn commutes
with the adjoint representation of g.
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be omitted. 
Write
Fαij = aαj,i − aαi,j + cαβγ aβi aγj
for the components of the Yang–Mills field tensor. The field tensor Fαij measures the extent to which
covariant derivatives fail to commute, specifically,
(2.5)∇i∇jG− ∇j∇iG = [Fij ,G].
The Yang–Mills equations and the Bianchi identity for Fij are given by
(2.6)∇jFij = 0, ∇j ∗ Fij = 0.
Here and in what follows, we raise and lower indices using the Minkowski metric η = diag(1,−1,
−1,−1) and the symbol ∗ stands for the Hodge duality operator. The Yang–Mills equations and its
r-fold, r  p, covariant derivatives
∇i1 · · ·∇ir∇jFir+1j = 0
determine a submanifold, the p-fold prolonged solution manifold Rp ⊂ J p+2(A), of the equations.
A generalized symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations of order p is a generalized vector field X of
order p satisfying
(2.7)prX(∇jFij ) = 0 on Rp.
Note that any total vector field P = P iDi = pr(P i∂i + (P jaαi,j )∂iaα ), where the P i are some differential
functions, automatically satisfies the symmetry equations (2.7). Thus, in particular, a generalized vector
field X is a symmetry if and only if its evolutionary form Xev is one, and, consequently, in our
classification we only need to consider symmetries in evolutionary form. Eq. (2.7), when written out
for the components of an evolutionary vector field X = Qαi ∂iaα of order p, become
(2.8)∇j∇iQj − ∇j∇jQi − [Fij ,Qj ] = 0 on Rp,
which we call the determining equations for symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations. As is easily
verified, the Yang–Mills equations admit generalized gauge symmetries given in component form by
Qαi = ∇iX α , where X α is any g-valued differential function. Consequently, we deem two generalized
symmetries in evolutionary form to be equivalent if their difference agrees with a generalized gauge
symmetry on some prolonged solution manifold Rq , q  0. Note that a generalized gauge symmetry
Qαi = ∇iX α is trivial, that is, it vanishes identically on some Rq , if and only if the function X α vanishes
on Rq .
By construction, the Yang–Mills equations also admit symmetries arising from the conformal
transformations of the underlying Minkowski space. The components of the evolutionary form of the
symmetry corresponding to a conformal Killing vector ξ j are simply given by Qαi = ξ jF αij . If the
decomposition of the semi-simple Lie algebra g into a direct sum of simple ideals contains factors that are
the realifications of simple complex Lie algebras, we can use the result of Proposition 2.2 to conclude that
the Yang–Mills equations possess additional first order symmetries arising from the complex structures
of these factors. The construction of the additional symmetries is based on the following observation,
which is a direct consequence of elementary properties of conformal Killing vectors and Eq. (2.4).
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End(g)-valued vector field ξαβ j on Minkowski space satisfies the equations
∂(iξ
|α|
β
j) = ηij kαβ , cαβγ ξβδ j + ξαβ j cβγ δ = 0
for some functions kαβ . Then Qαi = ξαβ jF βij are the components of a first order generalized symmetry of
the Yang–Mills equations.
Let g = g1 + · · · + gn be the decomposition of a semi-simple Lie algebra into simple ideals. Order
the ideals so that for some 0  p  n + 1, the ideals gm, m < p, are real forms of simple complex
Lie algebras and the ideals gm, m p, are realifications of simple complex Lie algebras with complex
structures Jm. Let Pm :g → gm be the projection induced by the above decomposition and write Fαm,ij for
the Yang–Mills field tensor for gm-valued fields.
Let ξ j be a conformal Killing vector and let Ql[ξ ], 1  l  n, QJ,m[ξ ], p m n, be evolutionary
vector fields on J 1(A) with components Qαl,i[ξ ], QαJ,m,i[ξ ] determined by
(2.9)PkQl,i[ξ ] = δklξ jFl,ij , PkQJ,m,i[ξ ] = δkmξ jJmFm,ij , 1 k  n.
Corollary 2.4. Let ξ j be a conformal Killing vector. Then the vector fields Ql[ξ ], 1  l  n, QJ,m[ξ ],
p m n, are first order generalized symmetries of the Yang–Mills equations for g-valued fields.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3. 
Due to the decomposition g = g1 +· · ·+gn of g into a direct sum of simple ideals, the g-valued Yang–
Mills equations decouple into a system of gm-valued Yang–Mills equations, 1  m  n. Corollary 2.4
simply states that the conformal symmetries and their images under a complex structure of the component
equations in this system yield symmetries of the full system. Theorem 1.1, in turn, asserts that any
generalized symmetry of the g-valued Yang–Mills equations is equivalent to a sum of the symmetries
Qm[ξ ], QJ,m[ξ ].
Spinorial methods play a crucial role in our analysis of symmetries of the Yang–Mills fields. Given a
tensorial object Ti1···ip , we write
TI1I ′1···IpI ′p = σ i1I1I ′1 · · ·σ
ip
IpIp′Ti1···ip
for its spinor representative. Here, apart from a constant factor, the matrices σ iII ′ are the identity matrix
and the Pauli spin matrices. We use bar to denote complex conjugation and we raise and lower spinor
indices using the spin metric εIJ = ε[IJ ], ε01 = 1, and its complex conjugate εI ′J ′ . For more details, see
[18]. Accordingly, we write
∂II ′ = σ iII ′∂i, DII ′ = σ iII ′Di, ∇II ′ = σ iII ′∇i
for the spinor representatives of the partial, the total, and the covariant derivative operators. Note that in
spinor form equation (2.5) becomes
(2.10)∇II ′∇JJ ′G− ∇JJ ′∇II ′G = εI ′J ′ [ΦIJ ,G] + εIJ [ΦI ′J ′,G].
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α
(IJ );K1K ′1···KpK ′p , p 0, be the spinorial variables determined by the equations
σ iII ′σ
j
JJ ′σ
k1
K1K
′
1
· · ·σ kpKpK ′p∇k1 · · ·∇kpF αij = εI ′J ′ΦαIJ ;K1K ′1···KpK ′p + εIJΦ
α
I ′J ′;K1K ′1···KpK ′p .
Then, in spinor form, the Yang–Mills equations (2.6) reduce to ∇JI ′ΦIJ = 0, while the determining
equations for symmetries (2.8) become
(2.11)∇JJ ′∇II ′QJJ ′ − ∇JJ ′∇JJ ′QII ′ − [ΦJI ,QJI ′ ] − [ΦJ
′
I ′ ,QIJ ′ ] = 0 on Rp.
Next define symmetrized variables aαi1i2···ip+1 , Φ
α K
′
1···K ′p
IJK1···Kp , p  0, by
(2.12)aαi1i2···ip+1 = aα(i1,i2···ip+1), Φα
K ′1···K ′p
IJK1···Kp =Φα
(K ′1···K ′p)
(IJ ;K1···Kp),
where round brackets indicate symmetrization in the enclosed indices.
In order to avoid excessive proliferation of indices we will streamline our notation by employing
multi-indices of integers to designate groups of indices in which an object is symmetric. In the case of
space–time indices, we denote multi-indices by boldface lower case letters, and in the case of spinorial
indices, by boldface capital letters. Hence, for example, ip = (i1, i2, . . . , ip), where each ij is either 0, 1,
2, or 3, and K′p = (K ′1,K ′2, . . . ,K ′p), where each K ′j is either 0 or 1. We also combine multi-indices by
the rule ipip+1 = ip+1. Accordingly, we will write
aαip = aαi1···ip , Φα
K′p
Kp+2 = Φα
K ′1···K ′p
Kp+1Kp+2K1···Kp.
We will, moreover, collectively designate the variables aαip+1 , Φ
αK
′
p
Kp+2 by ∂
pa, ∂pΦ, and we let a[p], Φ[p]
stand for the variables ∂qa, ∂qΦ, 0  q  p. Note that the variables ∂pΦ are of order p + 1. In what
follows we will also often suppress Lie algebra indices if there is no danger of confusion. The proof of
the following result appears in [20].
Proposition 2.5. The variables xj , a[p+2], Φ[p+1] form a coordinate system on the p-fold prolonged
solution manifold Rp , p  0.
Thus, in particular, any symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations of order p  1 is equivalent to one
depending on the variables xj , a[p], Φ[p−1] only.
The following result is pivotal in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of the first part of the proposition
is based on standard index manipulations and will be omitted. The second part, however, relies on a
lengthy computation and we will therefore defer its proof to Appendix A.
Proposition 2.6. (i) The derivative Dip+1ai1···ip of the symmetrized variable ai1···ip satisfies the equation
(2.13)Dip+1ai1···ip = ai1···ipip+1 −
1
p + 1∇(i1 · · ·∇ip−1Fip)ip+1 + bi1···ipip+1,
where the functions bi1···ipip+1 are of order p − 1.
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′
p+1
Kp+3 Φ
K′p
Kp+2 of the
symmetrized variable ΦK
′
p
Kp+2 , p 1, satisfies the equation
∇K
′
p+1
Kp+3 Φ
K′p
Kp+2 = Φ
K′p+1
Kp+3 +
p2 + p − 2
2(p + 1) ε
K ′p+1(K ′p
[
Φ(Kp+3Kp+2,Φ
K′p−1
Kp+1
)
)
]
− 3(1 − δ1p)
p + 3 εKp+3(Kp+2
[
ΦKp+1Kp,Φ
K′p+1
Kp−1)
]
+ p(p + 5)
2(p + 3) εKp+3(Kp+2
[
Φ
(K ′p+1K ′p ,Φ
K′p−1)
Kp+1)
]
+
(
(p + 1)(p + 2)
p + 3 −
3
4
δ1p
)
εKp+3(Kp+2ε
K ′p+1(K ′p
[
Φ|S|Kp+1,Φ
K′p−1)S
Kp)
]
(2.14)+ p(p − 1)
p + 1 ε
K ′p+1(K ′pεKp+3(Kp+2
[
Φ |S ′|K
′
p−1,Φ
K′p−2)S ′
Kp+1)
]+Ψ1,K′p+1Kp+3 ,
where the function Ψ1,K
′
p+1
Kp+3 = Ψ1,
K′p+1
Kp+3(Φ
[p−2]) only depends on the variables Φ[p−2]. Moreover, on
R[p+1], we have that
(2.15)∇2ΦK′pKp+2 = 2(p + 2 − δ0p)
[
ΦS(Kp+2,Φ
K′pS
Kp+1)
]+ 2p[Φ (K ′pS ′ ,ΦK′p−1)S ′Kp+2 ]+Ψ2,K′pKp+2,
where the function Ψ2,K
′
p
Kp+2 =Ψ2,
K′p
Kp+2(Φ
[p−1]) only depends on the variables Φ[p−1].
Next write
uα
K′p
Kp+2 = ReΦα
K′p
Kp+2, v
αK
′
p
Kp+2 = ImΦα
K′p
Kp+2
for the real and imaginary parts of the symmetrized variables ΦαK
′
p
Kp+2 . Suppose that a differential function
G only depends on the variables xj , a[p] u[p−1], v[p−1] as we can always assume to be the case with a
symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations of order p. We write ∂ iqaαG, ∂uα
Kq+2
K′q G, ∂v
α
Kq+2
K′q G for the weighted
partial derivatives of G with respect to the variables aαiq , u
αK
′
q
Kq+2 , v
αK
′
q
Kq+2 and define
∂Φα
Kq+2
K′q =
1
2
(
∂uα
Kq+2
K′q − i∂vα
Kq+2
K′q
)
, ∂Φα
K′q+2
Kq = ∂Φα
Kq+2
K′q ,
where i is the imaginary unit. Then, in particular,
∂
iq
aαa
β
jr =
{
δβα δ
(i1
j1
· · · δiq )jq , if r = q,
0, if r = q;
(2.16)∂Φα Kq+2K′q Φ
βL′r
Lr+2 =
{
δβα εL1
(K1 · · · εLq+2Kq+2)ε(K ′1L
′
1 · · · εK ′q)L
′
q , if r = q,
0, if r = q;
∂Φα
Kq+2
K′q Φ
βLr
L′r+2
= 0.
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In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 by completely classifying generalized symmetries of the
Yang–Mills equations. Let Q˜ be a generalized symmetry of order p of the equations with components
Q˜αi = Q˜αi (xj , a[p],Φ[p−1]) that, without loss of generality, we assume to be functions of xj and the
symmetrized variables a[p], Φ[p−1] only.
We start by analyzing the highest order terms in the symmetrized variables ∂qa in the determining
equations for Q˜ to show that Q˜ is equivalent to a symmetry that does not involve the variables ∂qa,
q  1. The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward computation and will be omitted.
Proposition 3.1. Let Tαik1···kp = Tαi(k1···kp) be some constants satisfying the equations
Tαi
k1···kpaαk1···kp
j
j = Tαj k1···kpaαk1···kp ji .
Then there are constants Sk1···kp−1α = S(k1···kp−1)α so that Tαik1···kp = δ(k1i Sk2···kp)α .
Lemma 3.2. Let Q˜ be a symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations of order p. Then Q˜ is equivalent to a
symmetry Q with components Qαi of the form
(3.1)Qαi = rαi (xj ,Φ[2p−1])+ qαβ (xj ,Φ[2p−1])aβi .
Proof. Substitute Q˜αi in the determining equations (2.8) and collect the coefficients of the terms ∂p+2a.
On account of Proposition 2.6, this yields the equation
(∂
kp+1
aβ
Q˜αj )a
β
kp+1i
j − (∂kp+1
aβ
Q˜αi )a
β
kp+1j
j = 0.
Thus, by Proposition 3.1, there are smooth differential functions qα,kpβ = qα,kpβ (xj , a[p],Φ[p−1]) such that
(3.2)∂kp+1
aβ
Q˜αi = δ(kp+1i q |α|,kp)β .
After differentiation, Eq. (3.2) yields
(3.3)δ(kp+1i ∂
|lp+1
aγ q
α|,kp)
β = δ(lp+1i ∂ |kp+1aβ q
α|,lp)
γ .
Pick covectors Xk , Yl on M and multiply (3.3) by Xkp+1 , Ylp+1 to see that
(∂
lp+1
aγ q
α,kp
β )XkpYlp+1Xi = (∂kp+1aβ q
α,lp
γ )Xkp+1YlpYi,
which implies that ∂ lp+1aγ q
α,kp
β XkpYlp+1 = 0 whenever Xi , Yi are linearly independent, and thus, by
continuity, ∂ lp+1aγ q
α,kp
β = 0. Hence qα,kpβ = qα,kpβ (xj , a[p−1],Φ[p−1]), and consequently, by (3.2), there are
functions tαi = tαi (xj , a[p−1],Φ[p−1]) so that
(3.4)Q˜αi = qα,kpβ (xj , a[p−1],Φ[p−1])aβkpi + tαi (xj , a[p−1],Φ[p−1]).
If p = 0, the above arguments show that (3.1) holds. Suppose that p  1. Collect terms in the
determining equations for Q˜ involving products of ∂pa, ∂p+1a. Since p  1, we see from Proposition 2.6
that these only arise from the derivatives of Q˜αi with respect to the variables ∂p−1a, ∂pa.
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(3.5)(∂ lpaγ qα,kpβ − ∂kpaβ q
α,lp
γ )(a
β
kpj a
γ
lp
j
i + aγlpiaβkp jj ) = 0.
Now apply the operators Ap+1v,X and A
p+2
w,Y , where A
q
v,X = vαXiq ∂ iqaα , to (3.5) to see that
(∂
lp
aγ q
α,kp
β − ∂kpaβ q
α,lp
γ )(v
βwγXkpjYlpi
j + vγ wβXlpiYkpj j ) = 0.
This implies that
(3.6)(∂ lpaγ qα,kpβ − ∂kpaβ q
α,lp
γ )XkpYlp = 0,
whenever Xi , Yi are linearly independent and XjY j = 0. By continuity, Eq. (3.6) holds for all Xi , Yi , and
hence, the functions qα,kpβ satisfy the integrability conditions
(3.7)∂ lpaγ qα,kpβ = ∂kpaβ q
α,lp
γ .
Consequently, if we define a g-valued differential function X α by
X α(xj , a[p−1],Φ[p−1]) =
1∫
0
q
α,kp
β (x
j , a[p−2], t∂p−1a,Φ[p−1])aβkp dt,
then, by (3.4), (3.7), the difference Q˜αi − ∇iX α , when restricted to R[p−1], only involves the variables
a[p−1]. Thus Q˜ is equivalent to a symmetry Q̂ with components Q̂αi = Q̂αi (xj , a[p−1],Φ[p]). Now one can
inductively repeat the above argument to conclude that Q˜ is equivalent to a symmetry Q with components
Qαi as in (3.1). 
Next suppose that Q˜ is a symmetry with spinorial components Q˜αII ′ given by
(3.8)Q˜αII ′ = r˜αII ′(xj ,Φ[p])+ q˜αβ (xj ,Φ[p])aβII ′, p  1.
In the following lemma we analyze terms in the determining equations for Q˜ involving the variables
∂p+1Φ, ∂p+2Φ. In what follows, we use the symbol c.c. to denote the complex conjugates of the terms
preceding it in an expression.
Lemma 3.3. Let Q˜ be a symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations with components Q˜αII ′ as in (3.8). Then
Q˜ is equivalent to a symmetry Q with components QαII ′ given by
QαII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p (xj )Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2
(3.9)+wαβKp+1II ′K′
p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 + c.c. + qαβ (xj ,Φ[p−2])aβII ′ + vαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1]),
where sαβ
Kp+1
K′p+1
, tαβ
Kp+3
K′p−1
are Killing spinors and satisfy the equations
(3.10)cαβγ sβδ
Kp+1
K′ + sαβ
Kp+1
K′ c
β
γ δ = 0, cαβγ tβδ Kp+3K′ + tαβ
Kp+3
K′ c
β
γ δ = 0,
p+1 p+1 p−1 p−1
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Kp+2
K′p are given by
(3.11)wαβ
Kp+2
K′p = −
p
p + 2∂
(Kp+2
P ′ s
|α|
β
Kp+1)P ′
K′p +
p + 2
p + 4∂P(K ′pt
α
|β|
Kp+2P
K′p−1)
,
and where
(3.12)∂Φγ (Kp+1(K′p−1v
|α|Kp+2)
K ′p) = 0, ∂Φγ
(K′
p+1
(Kp−1v
|α|K ′p+2)
Kp)
= 0.
Proof. We substitute Q˜αII ′ in (3.8) into the determining equations (2.11) and use Proposition 2.6 to
conclude that in the resulting equations terms involving the variables ∂p+2Φ, ∂p+2Φ yield the expression(
∂Φγ
Kp+2
K′p r˜
α
JJ ′
)
Φγ
JJ ′K′p
II ′Kp+2 +
(
∂Φγ
K′p+2
Kp r˜
α
JJ ′
)
Φ γ
JJ ′Kp
II ′K′p+2
+ ((∂Φγ Kp+2K′p q˜αβ )Φγ JJ ′K′pII ′Kp+2 + (∂Φγ K′p+2Kp q˜αβ )Φγ JJ ′KpII ′K′p+2)aβJJ ′,
which must vanish. Hence we have that
(3.13)q˜αβ = q˜αβ (xj ,Φ[p−1]), ∂Φγ (Kp+2(K′p r˜ |α|
Kp+3)
K ′p+1)
= 0, ∂Φγ (K
′
p+2
(Kp r˜
|α|K ′p+3)
Kp+1) = 0.
Next we collect terms quadratic in the variables ∂p+1Φ, ∂p+1Φ in the determining equations for Q˜. By
(3.13) these only arise from the term r˜αII ′ in Q˜αII ′ . Note that the derivative ∇JJ ′∇II ′Q˜αJJ ′ , when restricted
to Rp, yields the following quadratic terms of order p + 2,((
∂Φβ
Kp+2
K′p ∂Φ
γ
Lp+2
L′p r˜
α
JJ ′
)
Φγ
L′pJJ ′
Lp+2 +
(
∂Φβ
Kp+2
K′p ∂Φ
γ
L′
p+2
Lp r˜
α
JJ ′
)
Φ γ
LpJJ ′
L′p+2
)
Φβ
K′p
Kp+2 II ′
+ ((∂Φβ K′p+2Kp ∂Φγ Lp+2L′p r˜αJJ ′)Φγ L′pJJ ′Lp+2 + (∂Φβ K′p+2Kp ∂Φγ L′p+2Lp r˜αJJ ′)Φ γ LpJJ ′L′p+2 )ΦβKpK′p+2 II ′,
all of which vanish due to (3.13). Thus terms quadratic in ∂p+1Φ, ∂p+1Φ in the determining equations
for Q˜ yield the equation(
∂Φβ
Kp+2
K′p ∂Φ
γ
Lp+2
L′p r˜
α
II ′
)
Φβ
K′p
Kp+2JJ ′Φ
γ L
′
pJJ
′
Lp+2 + 2
(
∂Φβ
Kp+2
K′p ∂Φ
γ
L′p+2
Lp r˜
α
II ′
)
Φβ
K′p
Kp+2JJ ′Φ
γ LpJJ ′
L′
p+2
+ (∂Φβ K′p+2Kp ∂Φγ L′p+2Lp r˜αII ′)ΦβKpK′p+2JJ ′Φγ LpJJ ′L′p+2 = 0,
from which it follows that
(3.14)∂Φβ Kp+2K′p ∂Φγ
Lp+2
L′p r˜
α
II ′ = 0, ∂Φβ Kp+2K′p ∂Φγ
L′p+2
Lp r˜
α
II ′ = 0, ∂Φβ
K′p+2
Kp ∂Φγ
L′p+2
Lp r˜
α
II ′ = 0,
that is, the functions r˜αII ′ are linear in the highest order field variables. Hence by (3.13), (3.14), the
components Q˜αII ′ reduce to
(3.15)Q˜αII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p (xj ,Φ[p−1])Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′
p−1
(xj ,Φ[p−1])Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2
+ uαβKp+1K′
p−1
(xj ,Φ[p−1])Φβ
K′p−1
II ′Kp+1 + c.c. + q˜αβ (xj ,Φ[p−1])a
β
II ′ + v˜αII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1]),
where sαβ
Kp+1
K′ , t
α
β
Kp+3
K′ , u
α
β
Kp+1
K′ are symmetric in their spinorial indices.p+1 p−1 p−1
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Write (3.15) as
Q˜αII ′ = rαβII ′Kp+2K′p Φβ
K′p
Kp+2 + rαβII ′
K′p+2
Kp Φ
βKp
K′p+2
+ q˜αβ aβII ′ + v˜αII ′,
so that rαβ
(I Kp+2)
(I ′K′p) = 0. For example, we use (2.2) to compute
∇JJ ′∇II ′
(
rαβ JJ ′
Kp+2
K′p Φ
βK
′
p
Kp+2
)
= rαβ JJ ′Kp+2K′p ∇JJ
′∇II ′ΦβK
′
p
Kp+2 +
(
DJJ
′
rαβ JJ ′
Kp+2
K′p
)∇II ′ΦβK′pKp+2
+ (DII ′rαβ JJ ′Kp+2K′p )∇JJ ′ΦβK′pKp+2 + (DJJ ′DII ′rαβ JJ ′Kp+2K′p )ΦβK′pKp+2
(3.16)− (cαβγ rβδ JJ ′Kp+2K′p + rαβ JJ ′Kp+2K′p cβγ δ)(aγ JJ ′∇II ′ΦδK′pKp+2 + aγII ′∇JJ ′ΦδK′pKp+2)+ Υ α1,I I ′,
(3.17)∇JJ ′∇II ′(q˜αβ aβJJ ′) = (DJJ
′
DII ′ q˜
α
β )a
β
JJ ′ + Υ α2,I I ′,
where Υ α1,I I ′ , Υ α2,I I ′ are of order p + 1.
Recall that p  1. Apply the operator Bp+1w,X,Y , where
(3.18)Bqw,X,Y = wαXKq+2YK
′
q ∂Φα
Kq+2
K′q , q  0,
to the determining equations for Q˜. With the help of Eqs. (2.2), (2.14), (2.16), (3.16), (3.17) we conclude
that in the resulting expression terms not involving the variables aαII ′ yield the equation((
∂Φγ
Kp+1
K′p−1
rαβ JJ ′
Lp+2
L′p
)
Φβ
L′p
Lp+2 +
(
∂Φγ
Kp+1
K′p−1
rαβ JJ ′
L′p+2
Lp
)
Φβ
Lp
L′p+2
)
XJKp+1I Y
K′p−1J ′
I ′
+ (DJJ ′rαγ JJ ′Kp+2K′p )XKp+2IYK′pI ′ − 2(DJJ ′rαγ II ′Kp+2K′p )XKp+2J YK′pJ ′
(3.19)+ (∂Φγ Kp+1K′p−1 v˜αJJ ′)XJKp+1I YK
′
p−1J ′
I ′ = 0,
where we have factored out wγ . First multiply Eq. (3.19) by XI and sum over I and then multiply
Eq. (3.19) by Y I ′ and sum over I ′ to derive the equations
D
(J
(J ′r
|α|IKp+2)
|βI ′|K′p) = 0, D
(J
(J ′r
|αI |Kp+2)
|β|I ′K′p) = 0,
so that
(3.20)D(J(J ′s|α||β|
Kp+1)
K′p+1)
= 0, D(J(J ′t |α||β| Kp+3)K′p−1) = 0.
It is easy to see that Eqs. (3.20) imply that the coefficients sαβ
Kp+1
K′p+1
= sαβ Kp+1K′p+1(x
j ), tαβ
Kp+3
K′p−1
= tαβ Kp+3K′p−1(x
j )
are, in fact, functions of xj only, and hence that they are Killing spinors of type (p + 1,p + 1) and
(p + 3,p − 1), respectively.
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∂Φγ
Kp+1
K′p−1
uαβ
Lp+1
L′p−1
)
Φβ
L′p−1
Lp+1 JJ ′ +
(
∂Φγ
Kp+1
K′p−1
uαβ
L′p+1
Lp−1
)
Φβ
Lp−1
L′p+1 JJ ′
(3.21)−DJJ ′uαγ Kp+1K′p−1 −w
α
γ
Kp+1
JJ ′K′p−1
+ ∂Φγ Kp+1K′p−1 v˜
α
JJ ′
)
XJKp+1Y
K′
p−1J ′ = 0,
where wαβ
Kp+2
K′p is as in (3.11). The above equations in turn imply that
(3.22)∂Φγ Kp+1K′p−1u
α
β
Lp+1
L′p−1
= ∂Φβ Lp+1L′p−1u
α
γ
Kp+1
K′p−1
, ∂Φγ
Kp+1
K′p−1
uαβ
L′p+1
Lp−1 = ∂Φβ
L′p+1
Lp−1u
α
γ
Kp+1
K′p−1
.
Let
X α =
1∫
0
uαβ
Kp+1
K′p−1
(xj ,Φ[p−2], t∂p−1Φ)Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 dt + c.c.
By (3.15), (3.22), we can subtract the generalized gauge symmetry with components ∇II ′X α from Q˜ to
get an equivalent symmetry Q with components QαII ′ given by
QαII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2 + c.c.
(3.23)+ qαβ (xj ,Φ[p−1])aβII ′ + vˆαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1]).
Next substitute Q in the determining equations and apply the operator Bp+1w,X,Y to the resulting
expression. Steps analogous to those leading to (3.21) now yield the equation(
wαγ
Kp+1
JJ ′K′
p−1
− ∂Φγ Kp+1K′
p−1
vˆαJJ ′
)
XJKp+1Y
K′p−1J ′ = 0.
This together with its complex conjugate equation implies that
∂Φβ
(Kp+1
(K′p−1
vˆ|α|Kp+2)K ′p) =wαβ
Kp+2
K′p , ∂Φβ
(K′p+1
(Kp−1 vˆ
|α|K ′p+2)
Kp)
= wαβ
K′p+2
Kp .
Hence if we write
vˆαII ′ = vαII ′ +wαβKp+1II ′K′p−1Φ
βK
′
p−1
Kp+1 +wαβ
K′
p+1
II ′Kp−1Φ
βKp−1
K′p+1
,
we have that
QαII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p (xj )Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′
p−1
I ′Kp+2
+wαβKp+1II ′K′p−1(x
j )Φβ
K′
p−1
Kp+1 + c.c. + qαβ (xj ,Φ[p−1])aβII ′ + vαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1]),
where
∂Φβ
(Kp+1
(K′
p−1
v|α|Kp+2)K ′p) = 0, ∂Φβ
(K′p+1
(Kp−1v
|α|K ′p+2)
Kp)
= 0.
Thus, in particular, Eq. (3.12) hold.
We still need to show that the coefficient functions sαβ
Kp+1
K′p+1
, tαβ
Kp+3
K′p−1
satisfy (3.10) and that qαβ does not
depend on the variables ∂p−1Φ. For this we first use Eqs. (3.16), (3.17) together with the symmetry
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(IKp+2)
(I ′K′p) = 0 to conclude that upon an application of the operator B
p+1
w,X,Y to the determining
equations for Q, terms involving the variable aγ JJ ′ yield the equation(
∂Φδ
Kp+1
K′p−1
qαγ
)
XKp+1IJ Y
K′p−1
I ′J ′ −
(
cαβγ r
β
δ JJ ′
Kp+2
K′p XIYI
′ + rαβ JJ ′Kp+2K′p c
β
γ δXIYI ′
(3.24)− 2cαβγ rβδ II ′ Kp+2K′p XJYJ ′ − 2rαβ II ′
Kp+2
K′p c
β
γ δXJYJ ′
)
XKp+2Y
K′p = 0.
First multiply (3.24) by XI and sum over I and then multiply (3.24) by Y I ′ and sum over I ′ to derive the
equations
(3.25)cαβγ rβδ
(IKp+2)
I ′K′p + rαβ
(IKp+2)
I ′K′p c
β
γ δ = 0, cαβγ rβδ IKp+2(I ′K′p) + rαβ
IKp+2
(I ′K′p)c
β
γ δ = 0,
from which (3.10) immediately follows. Recall that by (3.23), the contraction rαβ
K ′p
Kp+2
Kp+1Kp+2
K′p−1K ′p
vanishes.
Thus with (3.10), Eq. (3.24) and its complex conjugate equation furthermore imply that qαβ =
qαβ (x
j ,Φ[p−2]). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Next let Q˜ be a symmetry with components Q˜αII ′ of the form
Q˜αII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p (xj )Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2 +wαβ
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1
(3.26)+ c.c. + q˜αβ (xj ,Φ[p−2])aβII ′ + vαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1]), p  1,
where the functions sαβ
Kp+1
K′p+1
, tαβ
Kp+3
K′p−1
, wαβ
Kp+2
K′p , v
α
II ′ satisfy conditions (3.10), (3.11), (3.12). We now analyze
terms involving ∂pΦ in the determining equations for Q˜.
Lemma 3.4. Let Q˜ be a symmetry of the Yang–Mills equations with components Q˜αII ′ as in (3.26). Then
Q˜ is equivalent to a symmetry Q with components QαII ′ given by
QαII ′ = sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p (xj )Φβ
K′p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2
+ sˆαβ KpI ′K′p−1(x
j )Φβ
K′p−1
IKp + tˆ αβ
Kp+1
IK′p−2
(xj )Φβ
K′p−2
I ′Kp+1
(3.27)+wαβKp+1II ′K′p−1(x
j )Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 + c.c. + qαβ (xj ,Φ[p−2])aβII ′ + zαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−2]),
where the functions sˆαβ KpK′p , tˆ αβ
Kp+2
K′
p−2
are symmetric in their spinorial indices.
Proof. Define rαβ II ′
Kp+2
K′p by r
α
β II ′
Kp+2
K′p Φ
βK
′
p
Kp+2 = sαβ
Kp+1
I ′K′p Φ
βK
′
p
IKp+1 + tαβ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
Φβ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2 . By the proof of
Lemma 3.3, conditions (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) guarantee that the highest order terms in the determining
equations for Q˜ are ∂pΦ. Note that due to conditions (3.10), we can apply Eq. (2.4) in Proposition 2.1 in
computing covariant derivatives of the term rαβ II ′
Kp+2
K′p Φ
βK
′
p
Kp+2 . Thus, when substituted in the determining
equations (2.11), it yields the expression
rαβ
Kp+2
JJ ′K′ ∇JJ
′∇II ′ΦβK
′
p
K − rαβ Kp+2II ′K′ ∇JJ
′∇JJ ′ΦβK
′
p
Kp p+2 p p+2
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+ (∂JJ ′∂II ′rαβ Kp+2JJ ′K′p − ∂JJ ′∂JJ ′rαβ Kp+2II ′K′p )ΦβK′pKp+2
− cαβγ
(
ΦβJI r
γ
δ
Kp+2
J I ′K′p +ΦβJ
′
I ′ r
γ
δ
Kp+2
IJ ′K′p
)
Φδ
K′p
Kp+2 .
Now due to (2.14), it is clear that when restricted to Rp , the above expression gives rise to terms of
order p + 1 that are either linear expressions in ∂pΦ, ∂pΦ or in the products of either Φ, Φ with ∂pΦ
or ∂pΦ with coefficients that are functions of xj only. Since p  1, it follows that the only terms in
the determining equations for Q˜ involving quadratic expressions in ∂pΦ, ∂pΦ arise from the function
vαII ′ . Hence, steps identical to those leading to Eq. (3.14) show that vαII ′ must be linear in the variables
∂p−1Φ with coefficients that are functions of the variables xj , Φ[p−2]. In particular, if p = 1, we see that
Eq. (3.27) holds with tˆ αβ
Kp+2
K′p−2
= 0.
Now assume that p  2. Write
wαβ
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 +wαβ
K′p+1
II ′Kp−1(x
j )Φ β
Kp−1
K′p+1
+ vαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−1])
= rˆαβ Kp+1II ′K′p−1(x
j ,Φ[p−2])Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 + rˆαβ II ′
K′p+1
Kp−1(x
j ,Φ[p−2])Φ βKp−1K′p+1 + zˆ
α
II ′(x
j ,Φ[p−2]),
so that rˆαβ
(I Kp+1)
(I ′K′p−1)
= wαβIKp+1I ′K′p−1 . We use Proposition 2.6 to write
∇K
′
p+2
Kp+4 ∇
K ′p+1
Kp+3Φ
αK
′
p
Kp+2 = Φα
K′p+2
Kp+4 +Gαβ
K ′p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2,
Lp+2
L′p Φ
βL
′
p
Lp+2
+Hαβ
K ′p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2,
L′p+2
Lp Φ
βLp
L′p+2
+ Ψ˜ αK
′
p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2,
where Gαβ
K ′p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2 ,
Lp+2
L′p , H
α
β
K ′p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2,
L′p+2
Lp are constant coefficient linear expressions in the field
variables ΦαIJ , ΦαI ′J ′ , and Ψ˜ α
K ′p+2K ′p+1K′p
Kp+4Kp+3Kp+2 , when restricted to the solution manifold Rp , are functions of
the variables Φ[p−1] only. Now apply the operator Bpv,X,Y to the determining equations for Q˜ to see that
on Rp ,
(
rαβ
Lp+2
JJ ′L′p G
β JJ ′
γ
L′p
II ′Lp+2,
Kp+2
K′p − rαβ
Lp+2
II ′L′p G
β
γ
JJ ′ L′p
JJ ′Lp+2 ,
Kp+2
K′p + r αβ
L′p+2
JJ ′Lp H
β
γ
JJ ′ Lp
II ′L′
p+2
,
Kp+2
K′p
− r αβ
L′p+2
II ′Lp H
β
γ
JJ ′ Lp
JJ ′L′p+2
,
Kp+2
K′p + ∂JJ
′
∂II ′r
α
γ
Kp+2
JJ ′K′p − ∂JJ
′
∂JJ ′r
α
γ
Kp+2
II ′K′p
)
XKp+2Y
K′p
+ ((∂Φγ KpK′p−2 rˆαβ Lp+1JJ ′L′p−1)ΦβL
′
p−1
Lp+1 +
(
∂Φγ
Kp
K′p−2
rˆαβ
L′p+1
JJ ′Lp−1
)
Φβ
Lp−1
L′p+1
)
XJKpIY
K′p−2J ′
I ′
+ ((DJJ ′ rˆαγ Kp+1JJ ′K′p−1)XIYI ′ − (2DJJ ′ rˆαγ Kp+1II ′K′p−1 − ∂II ′wαγ JJ ′Kp+1K′p−1)XJYJ ′)XKp+1YK′p−1
+ (∂Φγ KpK′p−2 zˆαJJ ′)XJKpIYK
′
p−2J ′
I ′ + aβLL′Sαβγ LL
′Kp+2
II ′ K′p XKp+2Y
K′p
(3.28)− cαβδ
(
ΦβJI r
δ
γ
Kp+2
J I ′K′ +ΦβJ
′
I ′ r
δ
γ
Kp+2
IJ ′K′
)
XKp+2Y
K′p = 0,
p p
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LL′Kp+2
II ′ K′p are determined by the equation
a
β
LL′S
α
βγ
LL′Kp+2
II ′ K′p Φ
γ K
′
p
Kp+2 = −
(
cαβγ rˆ
β
δ
Kp+1
JJ ′K′p−1
+ rˆαβ Kp+1JJ ′K′p−1c
β
γ δ
)(
aγ JJ
′
Φδ
K′
p−1
Kp+1II ′ + a
γ
II ′Φ
δ
K′
p−1JJ ′
Kp+1
)
+ 2(cαβγ rˆβδ Kp+1II ′K′
p−1
+ rˆαβ Kp+1II ′K′
p−1
c
β
γ δ
)
aγ JJ
′
Φδ
K′p−1
Kp+1JJ ′
+ (∂Φγ KpK′p−2qαβ )aβJJ ′Φγ K
′
p−2JJ ′
Kp II ′ .
Next assume that rˆαβ
(IKp+1)
I ′K′p−1
or rˆαβ
IKp+1
(I ′K′p−1)
depends on the variables Φ[q] for some 0  q  p − 2.
Multiply (3.28) by XI and sum over I . In the resulting equations the only terms involving the variables
∂q+1Φ arise from the total derivative DJJ ′ rˆαβ
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
. Hence upon an application of the operator Bq+1w,Z,W
we get the equation
(
∂Φδ
Lq+2
L′q rˆ
α
γ
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
)
XIKp+1JY
K′
p−1
J ′ Z
J
Lq+2W
L′qJ ′ = 0,
from which it follows that ∂Φδ
Lq+2
L′q rˆ
α
γ
(IKp+1)
I ′K′p−1
= 0. One can similarly show that
∂Φδ
L′q+2
Lq rˆ
α
γ
(IKp+1)
I ′K′p−1
= 0, ∂Φδ Lq+2L′q rˆαγ
IKp+1
(I ′K′p−1)
= 0, ∂Φδ L
′
q+2
Lq rˆ
α
γ
IKp+1
(I ′K′p−1)
= 0,
which contradicts our assumption. Hence we have that
rˆαβ
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 = sˆαβ
Kp
I ′K′p−1
(xj )Φβ
K′p−1
IKp + tˆ αβ
Kp+1
IK′p−2
(xj )Φβ
K′p−2
I ′Kp+1
(3.29)+wαβKp+1II ′K′p−1(x
j )Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1 + uˆαβ
Kp
K′p−2
(xj ,Φ[p−2])Φβ
K′p−2
II ′Kp ,
where sˆαβ
Kp
K′p , tˆ
α
β
Kp+2
K′p−2
are symmetric in their spinorial indices. Now substitute (3.29) into (3.28). Since
p  2, the only terms in the resulting equations involving the variables ∂p−1Φ arise from the terms on
lines 3 and 4 in (3.28). Specifically, these terms yield the equation
((
∂Φγ
Kp
K′p−2
uˆαβ
Lp
L′p−2
)
Φβ
JJ ′L′p−2
Lp +
(
∂Φγ
Kp
K′p−2
uˆαβ
L′p
Lp−2
)
Φβ
JJ ′Lp−2
L′p
− (∂Φβ LpL′
p−2
uˆαγ
Kp
K′
p−2
)
Φβ
JJ ′L′p−2
Lp −
(
∂Φβ
L′p
Lp−2 uˆ
α
γ
Kp
K′
p−2
)
Φβ
JJ ′Lp−2
L′p
)
XIJKpY
K′p−2
I ′J ′ = 0,
which implies that
∂Φγ
Lp
L′p−2
uˆαβ
Kp
K′p−2
= ∂Φβ KpK′p−2 uˆ
α
γ
Lp
L′p−2
, ∂Φβ
L′p
Lp−2 uˆ
α
γ
Kp
K′p−2
= ∂Φγ KpK′p−2 uˆ
α
β
L′p
Lp−2 .
Thus we can subtract a gauge symmetry from Q˜ to obtain a symmetry of the required form (3.27). This
concludes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
We now come to the crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1.1, which consists of analyzing terms in the
determining equations for a symmetry Q in (3.27) involving products of the variables Φ and ∂pΦ.
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p  1. Then
sαβ
Kp+1
K′p+1
(xj )= 0, tαβ Kp+3K′p−1(x
j ) = 0.
Proof. Write EαII ′(P βJJ ′) for the expression obtained by substituting differential functions PβJJ ′ on the
left-hand side of the determining equations (2.11). Our goal is to analyze the equations
(3.30)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′(QβJJ ′) = 0,
where the operators Bow,Z, B
p
v,X,Y are as in (3.18).
First note that the functions zαII ′(xj ,Φ[p−2]), when substituted in the determining equations, yield the
expression
EαII ′(zβJJ ′) =
(
∂Φγ
Kp
K′
p−2
zαJJ ′
)
Φγ
JJ ′K′p−2
II ′Kp +
(
∂Φγ
K′p
Kp−2z
α
JJ ′
)
Φγ
JJ ′Kp−2
II ′K′p +Ψ α1,I I ′,
where Ψ α1,I I ′ is of order p. Consequently,
(3.31)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′(zβJJ ′)=
(
∂Φδ
LM∂Φγ
Kp
K′p−2
zαJJ ′
)
ZLMX
J
IKpY
J ′K′p−2
I ′ v
γ wδ.
One similarly shows that
(3.32)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′(qβγ aγJJ ′) =
(
∂Φδ
LM∂Φγ
Kp
K′p−2
qαβ
)
a
β
JJ ′ZLMX
J
IKpY
J ′K′
p−2
I ′ v
γ wδ.
Next note that the terms
sˆαβ
Kp
I ′K′p−1
Φβ
K′p−1
IKp , tˆ
α
β
Kp+1
IK′p−2
Φβ
K′p−2
I ′Kp+1 , w
α
β
Kp+1
II ′K′p−1
Φβ
K′p−1
Kp+1
and their complex conjugates in (3.27), when substituted in the determining equations (2.11), only yield
terms of order p + 1 that are linear in the variables ∂pΦ with coefficients that are functions of xj .
Consequently, with T β
JJ ′ standing for any of the terms
sˆβγ
Kp
J ′K′p−1
Φγ
K′p−1
JKp , sˆ
β
γ
K′p
JKp−1Φ
γ Kp−1
J ′K′p , tˆ
β
γ
Kp+1
JK′p−2
Φγ
K′p−2
J ′Kp+1,
tˆβγ
K′p+1
J ′Kp−2Φ
γ Kp−2
JK′p+1
, wβγ
Kp+1
JJ ′K′p−1
Φγ
K′p−1
Kp+1, w
β
γ
K′p+1
JJ ′Kp−1Φ
γ Kp−1
K′p+1
,
we have that
(3.33)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′(T βJJ ′) = 0.
Note that
Bow,ZB
p
v,X,YEαII ′
(
sβγ
Kp+1
J ′K′pΦ
γ K
′
p
JKp+1
)= Bow,ZBpv,X,Y (sαβ Kp+1J ′K′p ∇JJ ′∇II ′ΦβK′pJKp+1
(3.34)− sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p ∇JJ
′∇JJ ′ΦβK
′
p
IKp+1 − sαβ
Kp+1
I ′K′p
[
ΦJI ,Φ
K′p
JKp+1
]β)
,
and
Bow,ZB
p
v,X,YEαII ′
(
tβγ
Kp+2
JK′p−1
Φγ
K′p−1
J ′Kp+2
)= Bow,ZBpv,X,Y (tαβ Kp+2JK′p−1∇JJ ′∇II ′ΦβK
′
p−1
J ′Kp+2
(3.35)− tαβ Kp+2IK′ ∇JJ
′∇JJ ′ΦβK
′
p−1
I ′Kp+2 − tαβ
Kp+2
JK′
[
ΦJI ,Φ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2
]β)
.p−1 p−1
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sαβ
Kp+1
J ′K′p ∇JJ
′∇II ′ΦβK
′
p
JKp+1 = sαβ
Kp+1
J ′K′p ∇II ′∇JJ
′
Φβ
K′p
JKp+1
(3.36)+ sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p
[
ΦSI ,Φ
K′pS
Kp+1
]β − sαβ Kp+1J ′K′p [ΦJ ′I ′ ,ΦK′pIKp+1]β .
But by Eq. (2.14), we have that
sαβ
Kp+1
J ′K′p ∇II ′∇JJ
′
Φβ
K′p
JKp+1 = −sαβ
Kp+1
J ′K′p
(
p(p + 5)
2(p + 2)
[
ΦJ
′K ′p ,Φ
K′p−1
II ′Kp+1
]β
(3.37)− 3(1 − δ1p)
p + 2
[
ΦKpKp+1,Φ
J ′K′p
II ′Kp−1
]β)+Ψ α2,I I ′
on Rp , where Ψ α2,I I ′ involves variables of order at most p. Moreover, by Eq. (2.15),
sαβ
Kp+1
I ′K′p ∇JJ
′∇JJ ′ΦβK
′
p
IKp+1 = 2(p + 2)sαβ
Kp+1
I ′K′p [ΦS(I ,Φ
K′pS
Kp+1)]β
(3.38)+ 2psαβ Kp+1I ′K′p
[
Φ
K ′p
S ′ ,Φ
K′
p−1S ′
Kp+1I
]β +Ψ α3,I I ′
on Rp , where again Ψ α3,I I ′ is of order p. It follows from Eqs. (3.34), (3.36), (3.37), (3.38) that
(3.39)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′
(
sβγ
Kp+1
J ′K′pΦ
γ K
′
p
JKp+1
)= −2(p + 1)sαβ Kp+1I ′K′p ZSKp+1XSKpIYK′p [w,v]β .
One can show in an analogous fashion that (3.35) simplifies to
Bow,ZB
p
v,X,YEαII ′
(
tβγ
Kp+2
IK′p−1
Φγ
K′p−1
I ′Kp+2
)=(p2 + p − 2
2p
tαβ
Kp+3
K′p−1
ZKp+3Kp+2XI + 2tαβ Kp+3K′p−1ZIKp+3XKp+2
(3.40)− 2(p + 2)tαβ Kp+2IK′p−1ZSKp+2X
S
)
XKp+1Y
K′p−1
I ′ [w,v]β .
Moreover, one can easily verify that
(3.41)Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′
(
sβγ
K′p+1
JKp Φ
γ Kp
J ′K′p+1
)= Bow,ZBpv,X,YEαII ′(tβγ K′p+2I ′Kp−1Φγ Kp−1IK′p+2)= 0.
Finally, by Eqs. (3.31), (3.32), (3.33), (3.39), (3.40), (3.41), we see that
XIBow,ZB
p
v,X,YEαII ′(QβJJ ′) = 2(p + 3)tαβ Kp+3K′p−1ZKp+3XKp+2Y
K′p−1
I ′ ZSX
S[w,v]β = 0,
Y I
′Bow,ZB
p
v,X,YEαII ′(QβJJ ′) = −2(p + 1)sαβ Kp+1K′p+1ZKp+1XKpIY
K′
p+1ZSX
S[w,v]β = 0,
from which and by semi-simplicity it immediately follows that sαβ
Kp+1
K′
p+1
= 0, tαβ Kp+3K′
p−1
= 0, as required. 
Proposition 3.6. Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra with structure constants cαβγ in a basis {eα}. Suppose
that zαβ = zαβ(xj ) are smooth functions satisfying
zαβc
β
γ δ + zβδ cαβγ − zβγ cαβδ = 0.
Then there is a g-valued smooth function wα = wα(xj ) such that zαβ = cαβγ wγ .
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Z(xj )eα = zβα(xj )eβ.
Then the assumptions imply that
Z(xj )[v1,v2] =
[
Z(xj )v1,v2
]+ [v1,Z(xj )v2],
that is, Z(xj ) is a derivation of g for every xj . Since g is semi-simple, any derivation is inner, that is,
there is a g-valued function wα = wα(xj ) such that
Z(xj )v = [v,w(xj )] for all v ∈ g.
Then wα(xj ) = −καβcδβγ zγδ (xj ), where καβ is the inverse of the Killing form καβ = cδαγ cγβδ . Thus wα(xj )
is smooth. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By applying Lemmas 3.2–3.5 repeatedly, we see that any generalized symmetry
of the Yang–Mills equations is equivalent to a first order symmetry Q˜ with components Q˜αII ′ of the form
(3.42)Q˜αII ′ = qαβ (xj )aβII ′ + sαβ KI ′ (xj )ΦβIK + sαβK
′
I (x
j )Φ
β
I ′K ′ + vαII ′(xj ).
On R, we have that
Dj
(
Di(q
α
β a
β
j )−Dj(qαβ aβi )
)
= (∂j∂iqαβ )aβj − (∂j∂jqαβ )aβi + (∂iqαβ )aβjj − ∂jqαβ
(
a
β
ij −
3
2
F
β
ij +
3
2
c
β
γ δa
γ
i a
δ
j
)
(3.43)− qαβ cβγ δ
(
aγjF δij +
(
a
γ
ij −
1
2
F
γ
ij +
1
2
c
γ
ζηa
ζ
i a
η
j
)
aδ j + aγi aδjj
)
.
Consequently, one can see that the only terms involving the variables ∂1Φ in the determining equations
for Q˜ arise from sαβ KI ′ (xj )Φ
β
IK and its complex conjugate. Hence we can repeat the computations leading
to Eqs. (3.20), (3.25) in the proof of Lemma 3.3 to see that the sαβ KK ′(xj ) are Killing spinors satisfying
(3.44)sαβKK ′cβγ δ + cαβγ sβδ KK ′ = 0.
In order to show that sαβKK ′ must be real, we analyze terms quadratic in the variables Φ, Φ in the
determining equations for Q˜. These only arise from the second order covariant derivatives of Φ, Φ and
from the bracket term in (2.11). We use the identity ∇II ′ΦJK = ΦII ′JK on R and (2.14) to conclude that
(3.45)sαβKJ ′∇JJ
′∇II ′ΦβJK = −sαβKI ′ [ΦLI ,ΦKL]β + sαβKJ ′ [ΦIK,ΦJ
′
I ′ ]β,
(3.46)sαβKI ′∇JJ ′∇JJ ′ΦβIK = −2sαβ KI ′ [ΦLI ,ΦKL]β
on R1. Moreover, on account of (3.44), the bracket term yields the terms
(3.47)sαβKI ′ [ΦJI ,ΦJK]β + sαβKJ ′ [ΦJ
′
I ′ ,ΦIK ]β
quadratic in Φ, Φ. It follows from (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) and their complex conjugate equations that the
only terms quadratic in Φ, Φ in the determining equations for Q˜ are
2sαβ
K
J ′ [ΦIK,ΦJ
′
I ′ ]β − 2sαβK
′
J [ΦJI ,ΦI ′K ′ ]β .
These must vanish and hence sαβ KK ′ = sαβKK ′ , that is, sαβ KK ′ is real.
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with the adjoint representation of g. Write g = g1 + · · · + gn, where gm ⊂ g is a simple ideal. By
Proposition 2.2, SKK ′ leaves each ideal gm invariant and the restriction Sm,KK ′ of SKK ′ to gm is either a
multiple of the identity mapping or a linear combination of the identity mapping and the almost complex
structure Jm of gm. It follows that the terms sαβKI ′Φ
β
IK + sαβK ′I Φ βI ′K ′ in Q˜αII ′ agree with the components of
a sum of the symmetries Qm[ξ ], QJ,m[ξ ] defined in (2.9). Thus we can subtract this sum from Q˜ to get
a symmetry Q with components
(3.48)Qαi = qαβ (xj )aβi + vαi (xj ).
Our final goal is to show that Q must be a gauge symmetry. For this collect terms in the determining
equations for Q involving the product a ∂1a. With the help of (3.43) and after some manipulations we
derive the equation
qαβ c
β
γ δ + qβδ cαβγ − qβγ cαβδ = 0,
which, by Proposition 3.6, implies that
(3.49)qαβ (xj ) = cαβγwγ (xj )
for some smooth wγ (xj ). Next collect terms involving ∂1a in the determining equations for Q. This
yields the equation
cαβγ (∂iw
γ − vγi )aβjj − cαβγ (∂jwγ − vγj )aβji = 0,
from which it follows that vγi = ∂iwγ . By this and Eqs. (3.48), (3.49), Q is a gauge symmetry, as required.
Appendix A
In this section we prove the second part of Proposition 2.6. We start by collecting together a few
identities needed in the course of the proof.
The commutation formula (2.10) implies that
(A.1)∇[I ′(I ∇J
′]
J ) G =
1
2
εI
′J ′ [ΦIJ ,G], ∇(I ′[I ∇J
′)
J ] G =
1
2
εIJ [ΦI ′J ′,G], and
(A.2)∇K ′(I∇K ′J ) G = [ΦIJ ,G], ∇K(I ′∇KJ ′)G = [ΦI ′J ′,G].
Let ∇2 = ∇JJ ′∇JJ ′ denote the wave operator and write II ′ = 0 for the Yang–Mills equations ∇JI ′ΦIJ =
0 in spinor form.
Proposition A.1. Let G be a g-valued differential function and let ∇2 be the wave operator. Then, on
solutions of the Yang–Mills equations,
(A.3)∇2ΦIJ = 2[ΦIK,ΦKJ ],
(A.4)(∇2∇II ′ − ∇II ′∇2)G = 2[ΦIJ ,∇JI ′G] + 2[ΦI ′J ′,∇J
′
I G].
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∇K ′IK ′J = ∇K ′I∇KK ′ΦJK = −∇K ′(I∇K ′K)ΦKJ −
1
2
εIK∇2ΦKJ = −[ΦIK,ΦKJ ] +
1
2
∇2ΦIJ .
Next we use (2.10) to compute
∇JJ ′∇JJ ′∇II ′G = ∇JJ ′∇II ′∇JJ ′G− ∇J I ′ [ΦJI ,G] − ∇IJ ′ [Φ J
′
I ′ ,G]
(A.5)= ∇JJ ′∇II ′∇JJ ′G− [ΦJI ,∇J I ′G] − [Φ J ′I ′ ,∇IJ ′G] + [II ′,G] + [II ′,G].
But by (2.10),
(A.6)∇JJ ′∇II ′∇JJ ′G = ∇II ′∇JJ ′∇JJ ′G+ [ΦIJ ,∇JI ′G] + [ΦI ′J ′,∇J
′
I G].
Now (A.4) follows from Eqs. (A.5), (A.6). 
Proof of Proposition 2.6(ii). In order to prove (2.14) we first reduce the derivative ∇K
′
p+1
Kp+3 Φ
K′p
Kp+2 into
symmetric components which yields the expression
∇K
′
p+1
Kp+3 Φ
K′p
Kp+2 = Φ
K′p+1
Kp+3 +
p
p + 1ε
K ′p+1(K ′p∇S ′(Kp+3Φ
K′p−1)S ′
Kp+2)
− p + 2
p + 3εKp+3(Kp+2∇
S(K ′p+1Φ
K′p)
Kp+1)S
(A.7)− p(p + 2)
(p + 1)(p + 3)ε
K ′
p+1(K ′pεKp+3(Kp+2∇|S||S ′|Φ
K′
p−1)S ′
Kp+1)S .
Our first goal is to use induction in p to show that
(A.8)∇S ′(Kp+3Φ
K′p−1S ′
Kp+2) =
(p − 1)(p + 2)
2p
[
Φ(Kp+3Kp+2,Φ
K′p−1
Kp+1)
]+ Â,
(A.9)∇S(K ′p+1ΦK′p)Kp+1S = −
p(p + 5)
2(p + 2)
[
Φ
(K ′p+1K ′p ,Φ
K′p−1)
Kp+1
]− 3(1 − δ1p)
p + 2
[
Φ
K′p+1
(Kp−1,ΦKpKp+1)
]+ B̂,
where Â, B̂, when restricted to Rp−1, depend on Φ[p−2] only.
By (A.2), Eq. (A.8) holds for p = 1. Next assume that (A.8) holds for p  1. We use (A.1), (A.8) to
compute
∇S ′(Kp+4Φ
K′pS ′
Kp+3) =
1
p + 1
(
p∇S ′(Kp+4∇
(K ′p
Kp+3Φ
K′p−1)S ′
Kp+2) + ∇S ′(Kp+4∇S
′
Kp+3Φ
K′p
Kp+2)
)
= p
p + 1∇
(K ′p
(Kp+4∇|S ′|Kp+3Φ
K′
p−1)S ′
Kp+2) +
[
Φ(Kp+4Kp+3,Φ
K′p
Kp+2)
]
(A.10)= p(p + 3)
2(p + 1)
[
Φ(Kp+4Kp+3,Φ
K′p
Kp+2)
]+ Â,
where Â depends on Φ[p−1]. This proves the inductive step for (A.8). Next, using (A.1), one easily
verifies (A.9) for p = 1. Now assume that (A.9) holds for p  1. We use (A.1), (A.9) to compute
∇S(K ′p+2ΦK
′
p+1)
Kp+2S =
p + 2∇S(K ′p+2∇K
′
p+1
(Kp+2Φ
K′p)
Kp+1)S +
1 ∇S(K ′p+2∇K
′
p+1
S Φ
K′p)
Kp+2p + 3 p + 3
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p + 3∇
(K ′p+2
(Kp+2 ∇|S|K
′
p+1Φ
K′p)
Kp+1)S −
[
Φ
(K ′p+2K ′p+1,Φ
K′p)
Kp+2
]
(A.11)= −(p + 1)(p + 6)
2(p + 3)
[
Φ
(K ′
p+2K ′p+1,Φ
K′p)
Kp+2
]− 3
p + 3
[
Φ
K′
p+2
(Kp ,ΦKp+1Kp+2)
]+ B̂,
where B̂, when restricted to Rp , is a function of Φ[p−1] only. This proves the inductive step for (A.9).
Next we prove (2.15) again by induction in p. One can use (A.3) (A.4) to verify (2.15) for p = 0,1
with little trouble. Next assume that (2.15) holds for p  1. We first commute a covariant derivative in
Φ
K′p+1
Kp+3 = ∇
(K ′1
(K1
· · ·∇K
′
p+1)
Kp+1 ΦKp+2Kp+3) with ∇2 and then apply (2.15) to derive the expression
∇2ΦK
′
p+1
Kp+3 = 2(p + 2)
[
ΦS(Kp+3,∇
(K ′p+1
Kp+2 Φ
K′p)S
Kp+1)
]+ 2p[Φ(K ′p+1S ′ ,∇K ′p(Kp+3ΦK′p−1)S ′Kp+2) ]
(A.12)+ 2[ΦS(Kp+3,∇S(K ′p+1ΦK′p)Kp+2)]+ 2[Φ(K ′p+1S ′ ,∇|S ′|(Kp+3ΦK′p)Kp+2)]+ Ŵ,
where Ŵ , when restricted to Rp+1, only depends on Φ[p]. Now, for example,
∇(K
′
p+1
S Φ
K′p)
Kp+2 = Φ
K′p+1
SKp+2 −
p + 2
p + 3εS(Kp+2∇
T (K ′p+1Φ
K′p)
Kp+1)T .
Hence, by (A.9), the covariant derivative ∇(K
′
p+1
S Φ
K′p)
Kp+2 , when restricted toRp−1, agrees with Φ
K′p+1
SKp+2 up to
terms involving Φ[p−1] only. Similar remarks also apply to the covariant derivative terms ∇(K
′
p+1
(Kp+2Φ
K′p)S
Kp+1),
∇(K ′p(Kp+3Φ
K′p−1)S ′
Kp+2) , ∇S
′
(Kp+3Φ
K′p
Kp+2) in (A.12). With this the inductive step will immediately follow from
(A.12).
Our final goal is to derive the formula
∇SS ′Φ
K′p−1S ′
Kp+1S = −
(
(p + 1)2
p
− 2δ1p
)[
ΦS(Kp+1,Φ
K′p−1S
Kp)
]
(A.13)− (p − 1)(p + 3)
p + 2
[
Φ
(K ′p−1
S ′ ,Φ
K′p−2)S ′
Kp+1
]+ Ĉ,
where Ĉ, when restricted to Rp−1, only depends on Φ[p−2]. Write
Cs = ∇SS ′∇(K
′
1
(K1
· · ·∇K ′s−1Ks−1 ∇|S
′|
Ks
∇K ′sKs+1 · · ·∇
K ′p−1)
Kp
ΦKp+1S),
so that ∇SS ′Φ
K′
p−1S ′
Kp+1S = 1p
∑p
s=1 Cs . Suppose that p  2. By commuting covariant derivatives we find that
(A.14)Cs = C1 + 2
p + 2(s − 1 − δsp)
[
ΦS(Kp+1,Φ
K′p−1S
Kp)
]+ Ĉs,
where Ĉs , when restricted to Rp−1, only depends on Φ[p−2]. It follows that for p  1,
∇SS ′Φ
K′p−1S ′
Kp+1S = ∇SS ′∇S
′
(K1
∇(K ′1K2 · · ·∇
K ′p−1)
Kp
ΦKp+1S)
(A.15)+ p
2 − p − 2 + 2δ1p [
ΦS(Kp+1,Φ
K′p−1S
Kp)
]+ Ĉo,
p(p + 2)
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∇KS ′ ∇LS
′
G = ∇(KS ′ ∇L)S
′
G+ 1
2
εKL∇2G
and Eqs. (2.15), (A.2) to compute
∇SS ′∇S
′
(K1
∇(K ′1K2 · · ·∇
K ′p−1)
Kp
ΦKp+1S) = −
(
(p + 1)(p + 4)
p + 2 −
4
3
δ1p
)[
ΦS(Kp+1,Φ
K′p−1S
Kp)
]
− (p − 1)(p + 3)
p + 2
[
Φ
(K ′
p−1
S ′ ,Φ
K′
p−2)S ′
Kp+1
]+ C˜,
where C˜, when restricted toRp−1, only depends on Φ[p−2]. Now the above equation together with (A.15)
yields (A.13).
Finally, by virtue of (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), (A.13) we see that (2.14) holds.
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